Abstract-The process of agent migration is the major difference between logical code mobility of software agents and physical mobility of mobile nodes in ad hoc networks. Without considering agent transfer, it would make little sense to mention the modeling of strong code mobility, which aims to make a migrated agent restarted exactly from the state when it was stopped before migration. From the perspective of system's architecture, this paper proposes a two-layer approach for the formal modeling of logical agent mobility (LAM) using predicate/transition (PrT) nets. We view a mobile agent system as a set of agent spaces and agents could migrate from one space to another. Each agent space is explicitly abstracted to be a component, consisting of an environmental part and an internal connector dynamically binding agents with their environment. We use a system net, agent nets, and a connector net to model the environment, agents, and the connector, respectively. In particular, agent nets are packed up as parts of tokens in system nets, so that agent transfer and location change are naturally captured by transition firing (token game) in Petri nets. Agent nets themselves are active only at specific places and disabled at all the other places in a system net. The semantics of such a two-layer LAM model is defined by transforming it into a PrT net. This facilitates the analysis of several properties about location, state, and connection. In addition, this paper also presents a case study of modeling and analyzing an information retrieval system with mobile agents.
INTRODUCTION
M OBILE agents are executing programs that can migrate from machine to machine in a heterogeneous network [11] , [12] and, thus, execute at different locations during their life spans. The concept of location has been treated as the key feature to characterize mobility in most theoretical models of mobile agents [30] , such as distributed join calculus [6] and !dist [31] . It is also argued that location should be taken into account during the design stage [5] , [7] . To understand code mobility with location change, Mobile UNITY [23] , [27] provides a programming notation that captures the notion of mobility and transient interactions among mobile nodes. Motivated and inspired by Mobile UNITY, transient connectors [35] are explicitly identified to promote the interactions to first-class entities. Their semantics is given in a categorical framework. Based on tuple spaces, LIME [27] has been proposed in parallel with Mobile UNITY to assist in the rapid development of dependable mobile applications over both wired and ad hoc networks. Underlying the above work, migration is captured by augmenting the program state with a location attribute whose change in value is used to represent motion.
No explicit distinction between physical and logical movement of components has been formally modeled. To capture the fact that agents cannot perform any action while travelling across a communication link, the disengagement of location values, movement, and subsequent reengagement in Mobile UNITY form a single, atomic action, whereas agents in LIME perceive movement as a sudden change of context.
We argue that such a way to model mobile agents is inadequate because it cannot address issues related to agent migration and transfer, which are the essential differences between logical code mobility of software agents and physical mobility of mobile nodes in a networked environment. As a matter of fact, agent migration comprises a sequence of activities, such as issuing a request of migration (either by the agent itself or by the environment), suspending the agent execution, transmitting the agent (code and/or state), and resuming the agent execution. Most of them have an impact on the execution status of agents. In particular, agents are inactive (just like data) in the course of transfer and may preserve their states during migration; meanwhile, other concurrent components of the system keep active. These should be taken into account because otherwise it makes little sense to mention strong code mobility. As an atomic action, location change also leaves little room for the design of security policies of agent transfer and resource access and for the interoperability of agent systems (how can an agent migrate to a destination with a different environment?). With the development of mobile agent systems for Internetbased computing, interoperability has been viewed as an important goal of mobile agent technology between various manufacture's agent systems [26] .
To our knowledge, an important objective of mobile agents in a distributed system is to make the sharing of computation resources more efficient and flexible, mostly by means of transforming remote access into local access. Generally, information (data) sharing and software (knowhow) sharing are of more practical interest than hardware sharing (e.g., CPU, memory, and display). It is imperative that mobile agents have social ability, i.e., be able to access certain data resources and interact with other agents in the computers at which they will arrive; otherwise, most advantages of mobile agent systems such as high performance would be weakened to a great extent. Due to mobility, an agent is to be deactivated upon migration and, therefore, disconnected from the environment; whereas, it is to be activated upon arrival at its destination and then connected to the environment.
To solve the above problems, we take agent mobility as the capability of migrating from one space to another. A space provides an execution and migration environment (e.g., agent server in [17] ) for a group of mobile agents. While mobile agents change their spaces by migration, they can have access to the resources in the spaces by interacting with the environments. As long as the environments are properly abstracted, there will be much room for addressing the issues of interoperability and security. On the other hand, formal methods offer great promise because of their rigor and analytical capability. Although faced with some difficult problems in choosing a suitable semantic framework, we have found that Petri nets could serve as a relatively good basis for our purpose. Petri nets are a popular formal approach with a graphical and mathematical notation, which is well suited for behavioral specification and analysis of distributed concurrent systems [24] . Agent transfer can be naturally simulated by transition firing (token game) of Petri nets. We have chosen Predicate/Transition (PrT) nets (a high-level formalism of Petri nets [9] , [10] ) not only because they are more suitable for agent modeling due to the similarity to a logic system, but also because their reachability analysis can be efficiently performed through the compact structure of planning graphs [38] . Nevertheless, it might be complex and even difficult to represent agent migration and dynamic connection. Tokens in Petri nets, even in self-modifying nets [33] and reconfigurable nets [3] are passive, whereas agents are active. To bridge the gap between tokens and agents, a twolayer approach is to be proposed.
From the perspective of a system's architecture, this paper presents an approach to modeling Logical Agent Mobility (LAM) using Predicate/Transition nets as the formal foundation. As a container or wrapper of a group of mobile agents, a space is abstracted as a component, which is made up of an environmental part and an internal connector. PrT nets are used to model the behaviors of the environments, mobile agents, as well as (internal) connectors. The internal connector is dynamically configured so that a changing number of agents can be connected to the environment. As parts of tokens, agents are allowed to be active at specific places of system nets and moved from one place to another when firing a transition. The semantics is addressed by transforming LAM models into PrT nets, which facilitates system simulation and analysis. Several properties about location, state, and connection are investigated. In addition, we also present a case study of modeling an information retrieval system with mobile agents.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief introduction to mobile agents and PrT nets and models an abstract structure of mobile agents. Section 3 describes the LAM method for modeling agent mobility. Section 4 investigates the semantics and several properties of LAM models. Section 5 is a case study, which formally models and analyzes an information retrieval system with mobile agents. Section 6 reviews related work from the perspective of mobility. Finally, we conclude this work and discuss the future work in Section 7.
MOBILE AGENTS AND AGENT MODELING
In this section, we first give an introduction to mobile agents. To make the paper self-contained, we will also formally define PrT nets to be used throughout the paper. Then, we will describe the modeling of a general agent structure using PrT nets.
Mobile Agents
A mobile agent is an executing program that can migrate from machine to machine in a heterogeneous network [11] , [12] . To host mobile agents, each machine is supposed to provide the running environment and the facilities for agent activation and deactivation. The mobile agent on each machine interacts with stationary environment (e.g., service agents or other resources) to accomplish its task. Considering the decision-making and the initiation of migration, we may differentiate autonomous migration from passive migration. By autonomous migration, we mean that an agent itself decides whether, when, and where to move (and then the agent requests explicitly to change its execution environment via an instruction like "jump," "go," or "goto"). By passive migration, we mean an agent is moved not on its own choosing, but by the execution environment hosting the agent. The decision can be made based on certain system requirements such as load balancing or requests from other agents. According to the state from which a mobile agent is restarted after migration, there are two styles of mobility: weak mobility and strong mobility [7] . Weak mobility permits the migration of the code and part of the execution state (e.g., values of variables but no control state). After migration, the execution starts from the beginning or from a specific procedure. By strong mobility, both the code and the whole execution state are moved in order to restart the execution exactly from the point where it was stopped before migration. In this paper, we will focus on the modeling of strong mobility.
As a general-purpose paradigm for implementing distributed systems, mobile agents have been demonstrated beneficial in several areas of applications, such as distributed information retrieval, workflow management, network management, and automated software installation, etc. [11] , [12] . It is worth mentioning that any of these specific applications can be implemented with more traditional techniques. Nevertheless, the advantages of mobile agents are becoming clear. Generally speaking, the major advantages are high performance and flexibility, which are essentially achieved by means of dynamic transformation from remote access into local access. Gray et al. have enumerated six strengths of mobile agents [11] . These strengths fall into four categories.
1. Conservation of bandwidth and reduction in total completion time and latency. A mobile agent often uses much less bandwidth than a correspondent RPC-based client. Due to migration, a mobile agent may perform a necessary sequence of operations locally on the server and only return the final results to the client. Therefore, the intermediate data will not be brought across the network, which reduces the total completion time and latency. 2. Dynamic load balancing. Load balancing aims to improve performance by partitioning a task into components and distribute them across multiple processors. Since mobile agents can move across the platforms with application-specific code, they naturally support dynamic redistribution of computing components. 3. Support disconnected operation in mobile computing environments since a mobile agent can continue executing its task even if the networking connection goes down. 4. Support for dynamic deployment in that a mobile agent may install and invoke itself on a remote machine and continue its execution there. As Gray et al. have also pointed out [11] , to date no competing technique shares all of the strengths though none of them are unique to mobile agents. Mobile agent based computing is expected to facilitate a variety of network services and applications [12] .
PrT Nets
A PrT net is a tuple ðP; T; F; AE; L; '; M 0 Þ, where:
1. P is a finite set of predicates (first order places), T is a finite set of transitions ðP \ T ¼ 1; P [ T 6 ¼ 1Þ, and F ðP Â TÞ [ ðT Â PÞ is a flow relation, or simply a set of arcs. (P, T, F) forms a directed net. 2. AE is a structure consisting of some sorts of individuals (constants) together with some operations and relations. 3. L is a labeling function on arcs. Given an arc f 2 F, the labeling of f, L(f), is a set of labels, which are tuples of individuals and variables. The tuples in L(f) have the same length, representing the arity of the predicate connected to the arc. The zero tuple indicating a no-argument predicate (an ordinary place in Petri nets) is denoted by the special symbol <¢>. In this paper, we suppose individuals start with capital letters, whereas variables start with low-case letters. 4. ' is a mapping from a set of inscription formulae to transitions. The inscription on transition t 2 T, 'ðtÞ, is a logical formula built from variables and the individuals, operations, and relations in structure AE:
Variables occurring free in a formula have to occur at an adjacent input arc of the transition.
5. M 0 is the initial or current marking.
where M 0 ðpÞ is the set of tokens residing in predicate p. Each token is a tuple of symbolic individuals or structured terms constructed from individuals and operations in AE. The above definition has simplified general PrT nets [9] , [10] in two ways: 1) an arc labeling is a set of tuples (labels) fl i g rather than a formal sum c 1 l 1 þ c 2 l 2 þ :: þ c n l n (i.e., coefficient c i of tuple l i is 1 for all 1 i n).
1 2) Accordingly, the marking of a specific predicate under a certain state is a set of tokens (i.e., items in [9] , [10] ) instead of a formal sum of tokens. Actually, the simplified PrT net are more or less like a first-order logic system. 2 The simplification results in two critical benefits. First, it makes the reachability analysis of PrT nets efficient. Specifically, basing upon a compact structure called planning graphs [4] , we have implemented an efficient and sound algorithm for the reachability analysis of PrT nets defined above [38] . The algorithm is also complete if the states of the model are finite. The complexity for constructing the planning graphs is polynomial in the size the PrT model. 3 Second, verification through planning graph analysis complies with the concurrent semantics of Petri nets, whereas analysis via reachability trees is essentially based on the interleaving interpretation of concurrence [20] , [14] . 
or, simply, t 1 1 t 2 2 . . . t n n , where t i ð1 i nÞ is a transition, i ð1 i nÞ is the substitution for firing t i , and M i ð1 i nÞ is the marking after t i fires, respectively. A marking 3. Existing reachability tree based approaches to the reachability analysis of high-level Petri nets (PrT nets and Colored Petri nets), such as parameterized reachability tree [20] and symbolic reachability tree [14] , suffer from high complexity, which is exponential in the problem size.
M is said to be reachable from M 0 if there is such a firing sequence that transforms M 0 to M.
Considering the fact that a token in a PrT net may carry structured data and a PrT net is a structure, we will allow a PrT net (an agent net in next section) to be packed up as part of a token in another PrT net (a system net in next section). Besides, additional constraints may be imposed on the enabledness of transitions in a PrT net. Specifically, to enable the transitions in a PrT net, which models an agent and is embedded in another PrT net (system net), the agent must be located at the special place in the embedding system net.
Modeling Agents with PrT Nets
Without consideration of mobility, an agent is an autonomous program that can interact with the environment and other agents while having its own task on the user's behalf. As studied mostly in the community of artificial intelligence, there are also a number of orthogonal properties an agent may possess, such as learning, believable, adaptive, and so on. However, we are not concerned with these orthogonal properties. We view an agent as an encapsulated entity consisting of its interface, behavior, and state. Basically, an agent is an interactive object capable of receiving messages from and sending messages to other objects. In the meantime, it has its own state and a number of methods to process the messages as well as to change the state. By encapsulation, the state is changed only by its methods. On the other hand, an autonomous agent as an active object usually has its own task. The task may be composed of several kinds of concurrent or sequential subtasks, such as invoking a method and sending a message to another object. In this case, the synchronization of method invocation and other shared resource access is usually required.
We model each agent with a PrT net, called agent net. The interface, the behavior, and the state of an agent are modeled by some input/output predicates for incoming/ outgoing messages, the transitions, and the predicates of the agent net, respectively. Particularly, a concrete state of the agent is a marking of the agent net. The following is a formal definition of agent net: Since an agent net may be packed up as part of a token in another PrT net, we impose another necessary constraint on the enabledness of transitions in the agent net: The agent must be located at special predicates (see next section). Fig. 1 shows an abstract structure of an agent net with several kinds of subtasks: method invocation (t 7 ), message passing (t 10 ), migration request (t 8 ), and sequential operations (t 7 À t 8 À t 9 ). The synchronization of method invocations t 2 and t 7 is indicated at place p 7 (its initial marking has only one token <¢>). If an agent wants to migrate to another machine, or wants to download another agent in a certain machine, it can issue a migration request (t 8 ). The input/ output predicates p in , p out must be consistent with internal connectors of the environment, though arc labels, which depend on specific agent, are not described. Note that agents for different applications may have different structures.
In the following, we use AN.x to denote an element x ðx 2 fP; T; F; AE; L; '; p in ; p out gÞ of agent net AN for agent A.
MODELING LOGICAL AGENT MOBILITY
While we explicitly abstract agent spaces as components for architectural modeling of mobile agent systems, there are several critical issues: What is the relationship between agents and their spaces? How to support agent mobility? How can a changing number of agents be dynamically connected in a space? This section describes how LAM addresses these issues.
The LAM Model
A LAM model specifying a mobile agent system consists of a set of components and a set of (external) connectors. Different component identifies different locations for mobile agents. The connectors specify the interactions among the components. A component is made up of an environmental part and an internal connector, both represented with PrT nets. An agent can migrate from one component to another by transition firing at runtime 4. Without loss of generality, this paper assumes each agent (or environment) has one input predicate and one output predicate. Actually, an agent (or environment) may have more than one input/output predicate.
because the whole agent net is used as part of a structured token in the PrT nets modeling components and connectors. Therefore, the migration results in the change of agent location. When an agent is being transferred, no transition in the agent net is enabled. The internal connector of a component is responsible for the dynamic connection of the environmental part with a changing number of mobile agents.
In the following, we formally define components and connectors.
Definition 2 (Component).
A component is a structure (CM, SN, ICN), where CM is the identifier (location), SN is the system net modeling the environment for agent migration, and ICN is the internal connector net.
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System nets and internal connector nets will be described in next two sections.
Definition 3 (Connector).
A connector (net) for the connection among some components is a structure ðP ; T ; F ; AE; L; '; P in ; P out ; M 0 Þ, where ðP ; T ; F ; AE; L; '; M 0 Þ is a PrT net, P in ðP in P and P in 1Þ is the set of input predicates for incoming messages, and P out ðP out P and P out ¼ 1Þ is the set of output predicates for outgoing-messages.
A connector net is used to connect two or more components. As demonstrated in [15] , [36] , PrT nets can model various connectors such as shared data, pipe, and implicit call. In LAM, a connector is allowed to connect a component with a group of components and, even possibly, for the modeling of more complicated connections, e.g., specific agent transfer protocol and security policy. However, arcs of connector nets are supposed to be properly labeled so that a migrating agent is always transferred to a single destination (refer to the connector net in Section 5). In this paper, we are not concerned with agent cloning and broadcast agent transfer, which requires the identification of different agent copies.
Definition 4 (LAM Model
CONNÞ is defined by a finite set of components COMP ¼ fðCM 1 ; SN 1 ; ICN 1 Þ; ðCM 2 ; SN 2 ; ICN 2 Þ; . . .g and a finite set of connectors CONN ¼ fCN 1 ; CN 2 ; . . .g.
Locations of components CM i are used as individuals in the structure of PrT nets. Suppose AGENT ¼ fðA 1 ; AN 1 Þ; ðA 2 ; AN 2 Þ; . . .g is the set of all agents, 6 where A i is an agent identifier and AN i is the correspondent agent net for A i . Agent identifiers are also included as individuals in the structure of PrT nets. Agents are distributed in components by means of packing agents up as parts of tokens in system nets and connector nets. In the structure AE of a system net or a connector net, we define operations AN (structure of agent nets) and "{}" (structure of sets) such that ANðP; T; F; AE; L; '; p in ; p out ; MÞ is structured data, where ðP; T; F; AE; L; '; p in ; p out ; MÞ is an agent net. In addition, each predefined instruction such as GOTO and MOVE is also contained in the structure of PrT nets. For clarity, we assume all PrT nets in a LAM model share structure AE.
Modeling Agent Mobility
The environmental part of a component provides facilities for agent mobility (e.g., execution place, activation, and deactivation) and an internal interface for dynamic connection with a group of agents through the internal connector. Besides, each component has input/output interfaces to connectors. We model the environmental part of a component with a system net, as specified in the following definition.
Definition 5 (System net). The system net SN ¼ ðP ; T ; F ; AE; L; '; p ex-in ; p ex-out ; p in-in ; p in-out ; M 0 Þ for component CM is defined by a PrT net (P ; T ; F ; AE; L; '; M 0 ), an external input predicate p ex-in and an external output predicate p ex-out , an internal input predicate p in-in , and an internal output predicate p in-out , where p ex-in ðp ex-in 2 P and p ex-in ¼ 1Þ and p ex-out ðp ex-out 2 P and p ex-out ¼ 1Þ are connected to other components through connectors, p in-in ðp in-in 2 P and p in-in ¼ 1Þ and p in-out ðp in-out 2 P and p in-out ¼ 1Þ are connected to mobile agents through the internal connector.
The system nets of some components and their connector nets can be composed into a whole PrT net. Since agent nets and their states can be packed up as parts of tokens in this PrT net, agent transfer is simulated by the transition firing of PrT nets in a natural way: If a transition is activated, an agent, used as part of a token, moves from an input predicate to an output predicate. After a certain sequence of transition firing, the agent will be moved from one component to the other through the connector.
A basic system net for agent mobility is shown in Fig. 2 . A tuple <sl, sa, da, mh, mb> is used to represent a general incoming message in predicate p ex-in , where sa is the source agent sending the message, sl is its location, da is the destination agent in current component that will receive the message, mh is the message head, which may contain a predefined instruction such as GOTO and MOVE, and mb is the message body, which may carry structured data, such as an agent net together with its current marking or a database record. Similarly, an outgoing message is a tuple <sa, dl, da, mh, mb>, where dl is the destination location of agent da which is the receiver of the message. Note that, for an incoming message, the destination location (dl) is unnecessary inside the component and is filtered by the connector because its value is exactly the location of current component. For an outgoing message, the source location (sl) is unnecessary inside the component.
The inscription on transition t e , mh=GOTO, specifies that t e is enabled only by a message containing a migrated agent (i.e., message head mh contains instruction GOTO and message body an is the agent net). t e will activate the migrated agent by putting agent net an into the running space represented by the wrapper predicate p w . Since each component (machine) that can host mobile agents is supposed to provide such a running environment and the facilities for agent activation and deactivation, this paper treats p w , t e , and t g as reserved predicates and transitions 5 . To avoid confusion, a connector is used for connecting components, whereas an internal connector is used inside a component to connect the environment with agents.
6. In a LAM model, the set of all agents, AGENT, can be obtained by the initial markings of the system nets of all components. This will be shown by Definition 7 in Section 4.
for each component. p w ðsa; anÞ means that agent sa with agent net an is located and active in current component. Agents are active or executing only at place p w . This is an additional necessary condition imposed on the enabledness of all transitions in any agent net. From the global viewpoint, an agent must be on its way of migration if it is not contained in any such predicate of components.
Likewise, transition t g can move an agent out of current component. In Fig. 2 , both autonomous migration and passive migration are modeled. Specifically, an agent sa may send the environment a request of migration ðp in-in À t 6 À p 3 Þ and, then, the environment moves it out of current component ðp 3 ; p w À t g À p ex-out Þ. This migration is autonomous because the agent itself makes the decision. On the other hand, an agent may be moved because of a MOVE request from another outside agent ðp exÀin À t 1 À p 2 À t 3 À p 3 À t g À p ex-out Þ. The inscription on transition t 3 , sl ¼ CM 2 , indicates the request of migration must be from agent sa in component CM 2 . Obviously, for the agent to be moved, the migration is passive. While this is not necessarily realistic due to the authority and security issue, a special case is intriguingly similar to the operation of downloading an applet from a Web server if the agent to be moved is not executing.
An agent is assumed to interact with the environment and other agents by message passing, which facilitates the study of dynamic connection, but incurs no loss of generality because more complex mechanisms like remote procedure call and method invocation can be easily built on top of message passing. A message from some agent ðp in-in À t 6 À p 3 Þ may be forwarded to another agent in the same component ðp 3 À t 4 À p 2 À t 2 Þ or to another outside component (p 3 À t 5 À p ex-out , e.g., a message requesting to download another agent), may request the environment to move it away ðp 3 À t g Þ, and may even be processed by the environment (depending on specific systems and applications, which is open in Fig. 2) . A message from another component (in p ex-in ) is either a transferred agent ðp ex-in À t e Þ, or a data object (t 1 À p 2 À t 2 , an initial request or a reply to a message sent before), or a message for downloading some agent
If necessary, access control can be specified by guarding external input/output predicates in system nets so that, without permission from the environment, an agent migrated from another component has no authority of direct access to local resources and outside-component resources. Similarly, specific security policies for mobile agents can be defined. Modeling Interoperability is also made possible when various environments are explicitly identified. Whether two components are interoperable for mobile agents depends on how they arrange agent execution spaces, how they activate a received agent according to its code and state, and how they deactivate an agent execution and collect its state (i.e., how they fulfill predicate p w and transitions t e and t g in Fig. 2 ). In the code-on-demand (COD, like Java applets) and the remote evaluation (REV, like Java servlets) styles [16] , agents do not execute in the component where they are defined, but will be moved to somewhere else for execution. To support these styles, we can extend place p w ðsa; anÞ to p w ðsa; an; stÞ and replace arc labels of < t e ; p w > and < p w ; t g > by < sa; an; 1 > and < sa; an; st > , where st 2 f0; 1g denotes the status of agent sa. The initial status of a COD or REV style agent is assigned to 0 (inactive). Furthermore, a component can somewhat serve as a blackboard system for agent meeting, as long as the system net is designed with a little more care to provide a blackboard as well as an overall control structure for mobile agents. A system composed of such components can serve as a multiagent system with the federated architecture [8] .
Dynamic Connection
In order to capture the social ability of agents and to bridge the gap between agents and first-class components, we should enable agents to dynamically connect with environments. Representing such connections is a challenging issue for the Petri net formalism because Petri nets are statically defined, whereas the number of mobile agents changes over time. It is impractical for an environment to provide separate ports for connection with each agent. Instead, internal input ports and output ports of an environment should be shared by a group of mobile agents. On the other hand, if an environment provides a separate connector for each agent, there are a changing number of internal connectors, which need to be dynamically created. In this case, it is difficult to synchronize the inputs from several agents to the environment. So, the feasible solution is to use a single internal connector to connect an environment with all mobile agents residing in the current component. Such internal connector depends on the internal interface of environment, the running agents, and their interfaces.
Definition 6 (Internal connector). Given a system net SN ¼ ðP ; T ; F ; AE; L; '; P ex-in ; P ex-out ; p in-in ; p in-out ; MÞ of component CM, the internal connector net ICN ¼ ðP ; T ; F ; AE; L; '; MÞ is defined by: Actually, an internal connector comprises two separate dynamic PrT nets, one for information transfer from the system net to the agent nets, and the other for the reverse direction. Fig. 3 is an example with three agents, namely A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 . Generally, though the transitions and predicates of an internal connector change over time, its structural property will never change. Predicate p syn always has at most one token <¢> (like a normal black token of regular Petri nets), which ensures the synchronization of passing massages from multiple agents.
An internal connector can be updated according to the change of the marking of the system net. When an agent A with agent net AN has moved to or removed from current component with system net SN, the predicates, transitions, and flow relations to be added to or removed from the internal connector of current component are fAN:p in ; AN:p out g, ft IÀA ; t OÀA g, and f< p syn ; t OÀA >; < AN:p out ; t OÀA >; < t OÀA ; p n >; < SN:p in-in ; t IÀA >; < t IÀA ; AN:p in >g;
respectively. In essence, the relationship between a dynamic group of mobile agents and the environment in a specific component forms a client/server style. Note that, the labels of arcs to/from SN:p in-in ðSN:p in-out ; AN:p in ; AN:p out Þ in system net SN, agent net AN, and the internal connector net must be consistent. For example, a message from the output predicate of an agent (e.g., AN:p out ) is <dl, da, mh, mb>, whereas the token in SN:p in-in is required of the form <sa, dl, da, mh, mb>, where sa is the source agent who sends the message. In this case, sa should be agent A, which is ensured by transition t OÀA . Similarly, transition t IÀA passes the messages to agent A only if A is the receiver. This is guaranteed by the arc label, <sl,sa,A,mh,mb>, which means the transition is enabled only when the third argument of a token in SN:p in-out the destination agent, i.e., da, is A. 
SEMANTICS AND ANALYSIS
An important goal of formal modeling is to facilitate system simulation as well as specification analysis. Before we can simulate and analyze a LAM model, it is necessary to formally define its semantics, which cannot be directly interpreted by PrT net semantics for several reasons. First, a LAM model is composed of a number of PrT nets, including system nets, agent nets, and (internal) connector nets. In particular, agents are distributed in specific components as parts of tokens, that is, agents and components are at different levels. Second, a mobile agent has different states at runtime. Agents are active only at specific places in system nets, and are dead on their way of migration. Finally, a net of internal connector, used to model the connection of an environment with a changing number of agents, is dynamically modified. Nevertheless, from the designer's perspective, a LAM model can be transformed into a whole PrT net defined in Section 2. This will help us better understand a LAM model, and benefit from the analysis methods developed for PrT nets [38] , [9] , [10] , [20] .
Since all system nets of components and all connector nets are statically determined, their composition is trivial. Without loss of generality, we suppose all system nets use p w as the wrapper predicate, which hosts running agents. Agents are active only if they are located at place p w of some component, otherwise they are dead and cannot be updated by any transition. To illustrate this constraint, we unfold agent nets of all agents in each system net SN of component CM so that agent nets are placed at the same level as system nets, as shown in Fig. 4 (where for clarity only some new predicates, arcs and labels are drawn). In this sense, whether the identifier is contained in some p w determines whether the agent net is active. Though agent transfer may still mean movement of agent identifiers as well as agent nets, agent nets in tokens of system nets are inactive structures, just like normal data. Now, we introduce a global predicate, namely p g , to represent the locations that agents are running, and introduce for system net SN of each component CM two new arcs < SN:t e ; p g > and < p g ; SN:t g > with the same label < CM; sa > . An activity of agent migration, either to activate a received agent by transition SN:t e or to move an agent by transition SN:t g , will update the global predicate p g according to the arc label. The firing of SN:t e puts a token < CM; sa > in p g , which means agent sa has a running location CM, which is the location of current component hosting the agent. On the other hand, the firing of SN:t g removes a token < CM; sa > , which means sa is not running at location CM anymore. Next, we impose predicate p g as a test precondition on all transitions in the agent net AN of each agent A in set AGENT, that is, to define a bidirectional arc with label <cl, A> 7 between p g and each transition in the agent net AN of any agent A in AGENT. Instead of the global location predicate, an alternative is to design a local predicate to represent the running location for each agent. This local predicate is connected to SN:t e and SN:t g of all system nets and to each transition of the agent net. When some SN:t g is activated, it updates the location predicate of correspondent agent. However, this alternative is more complicated. Now, the problem is how to handle the internal connectors. A convenient approach is to use static total connections to reduce dynamics, i.e., to list all possible connections (transitions, arcs, and labels, etc.) of each agent with all components. Each internal connector connects all agents in set AGENT (i.e., as if SN:Mðp w ) in Definition 6 always contains all agents), and is independent of the initial marking of SN:p w for any individual system net SN. To assure that only active agents have enabled connections, SN:p w can be used as a test precondition of transitions in the internal connector. For agent A, the bidirectional arcs < t OÀA ; SN:p w > = < SN:p w ; t OÀA > and < t IÀA ; SN:p w > = < SN:p w ; t IÀA > have the same arc label <A, an>.
Based on the above discussion, the following definition formally transforms a LAM model to a PrT net. 
7.
A bidirectional arc between a predicate and a transition is treated equally as two arcs with the same labeling, one from the predicate to the transition and the other from the transition to the predicate. A bidirectional arc is also called a test precondition of the transition in this section. Definition 7 shows that in principle mobile agent systems can be modeled in PrT nets. So, why do we need LAM models? While this question is somewhat similar to asking why we need high-level programming languages, there are several practical reasons. First, LAM is more natural to characterize migration procedure and dynamic connection of mobile agents. In particular, agent code (net) and state (marking) are transferred during migration. Second, the complexity, i.e., the number of predicates, transitions, arcs, and arc labels is reduced to a great extent. To deal with agent locations and determine the status of a specific agent, as in Definition 7, a global place is used to connect all components and all agents. In LAM, this is implied, so components are relatively independent of each other except for the connectors, which is helpful for modular modeling. Finally, to implement a tool for automatically simulating LAM models, the transformation can be replaced by a number of general rules: agents are active at wrapper places, agents are inactive during transfer, and only actual internal connections need to be considered.
Suppose is the set of all system nets for LAM model Å ¼ ðCOMP; CONNÞ, that is, ¼ fSN: ðCM; SN; ICNÞ 2 COMPg. In the following, we examine several properties of LAM models. Similar properties are also applicable to the COD and REV styles. First of all, it is necessary to reason about location change because agent locations are managed by system nets rather than represented as places (attributes) of agent nets. SN v :t e is enabled only at receiving a transferred agent. There must exist some SN u :t e that had been activated in some marking M j to move the agent (A) to SN v (Without lose of generality, suppose M j is the latest such marking before M k ). We observe < A; AN > 6 2 M jþ1 ðSN:p w Þ for any system net SN. Because connectors are supposed to transfer an agent only to a single destination, there was no transition like SN r :t e for agent A between M jþ1 and M i . This is to say < A; AN > 6 2 M l ðSN:p w Þ (SN is any system net) for any M l ðj < l < i þ 1Þ. In particular, < A; AN > 6 2 M i ðSN:p w Þ for any system net SN. By induction, the theorem holds. t u Theorem 1 shows that it is impossible for an agent to be located at more than one component, and agent execution spaces are bounded as long as p w is initially bounded for any system net. This is a basic requirement for mobile agent system because agents are assumed to be uniquely located when active. In the case of agent cloning and splitting, each copy needs reidentifying. The proof of Theorem 1 also shows that [ SN 2 M 0 ðSN:p w Þ does not need to be equal to [ SN 2 M k ðSN:p w Þ. In fact, if agent A is on its way of migration (has been moved by some transition t g , and has not yet reached transition t e at its destination) at M k , A 6 2 SN:p w for any SN 2 . This conclusion about system nets is essentially independent of the steps 3, 4, and 5 in Definition 7. It reflects why we use a global predicate to capture locations of agents, and use total connections between components and agents to examine dynamic connection. Given any initial marking M 0 , we now assume M 0 ðSN:p exÀin Þ ¼ M 0 ðSN:p exÀout Þ ¼ 1 for any SN 2 , and M 0 ðSN 1 :p w Þ \ M 0 ðSN 2 :p w Þ ¼ 1 for any SN 1 , SN 2 2 , and
Theorem 1 (Agent location). Given an initial marking
Theorem 2. Let M k be a marking reachable from M 0 .
1.
[
Proof. The postconditions of any SN:t e are SN:p w and p g , whereas the preconditions of any SN:t g are SN:p w and p g . The arc inscriptions are respectively < sa; an > and < cl; sa > , where cl is the correspondent location. According to step 3 in Definition 7, [
By induction, [ 
such that ½t i i > ¼ ½SN 1 :t g < sa=A; an=AN > , ½t j j > ¼ ½SN 2 :t e < sa=A; an=AN >> , and there does not exist hði < h < jÞ; ½t h h > ¼ ½SN:t e ; < sa=A; an=AN >> , then M i ðpÞ ¼ M j ðpÞ for any p 2 AN:P .
Proof. 1) By Theorem 2, [
That is, there does not exist a component (location) CM so that < CM; A > 2 M k ðp g Þ. For any transition t 2 AN:T, there is a bidirectional arc between t and p g which label is < cl; A >; < cl; A > cannot be unified with any token in M k ðp g Þ, so t is disabled. 2) According to ½t i i >¼ ½SN 1 :t g ; < sa=A; an=AN >> , we have < A; AN > 6 2 M i ðSN 1 :p w Þ and, thus,
For any hði < h < jÞ, ½t h h > must not be ½SN:t e ; < sa=A; an=AN >>; so < A; AN > 6 2 S SN 2 É M h ðSN:p w Þ. By 1), M i ðpÞ ¼ M h ðpÞ for any p 2 AN:P. Since ½t j j >¼ ½SN:t e ; < sa=A; an=AN >>;
we also have M jÀ1 ðpÞ ¼ M j ðpÞ for any p 2 AN:P. So, M i ðpÞ ¼ M j ðpÞ for any p 2 AN:P. t u Theorem 3 shows agent A is inactive and its state is preserved during migration. < A; AN > 6 2 S SN 2 É M k ðSN:p w Þ means that, at marking M k , agent A is not contained in any component. It must be on its way of migration. M i ðpÞ ¼ M j ðpÞ for any p 2 AN:P means that the state of agent A at M i (when suspended) is equal to the state at M j (when resumed).
Theorem 4 (Dynamic connection)
. Given a system net SN 2 , the total connection of SN with all agents in AGENT (in Definition 7) can be reduced into the internal connector net ICN (in Definition 6) at any marking M reachable from M 0 .
Proof. The total connection net of SN with all agents in AGENT (in Definition 7) is similar to Definition 6 with SN:Mðp w Þ ¼ AGENT, whereas the internal connector net ICN is constructed by marking M reachable from M 0 . If < A; AN > 6 2 MðSN:p w Þ, the arc label <A, an> for < SN:p w ; t IÀA > and < SN:p w ; t OÀA > cannot be unified with any token in MðSN:p w Þ, so t IÀA and t OÀA are dead, as if there were no such transitions and correspondent arcs. On the other hand, if < A; AN >2 MðSN:p w Þ, the arc label <A, an> for < SN:p w ; t IÀA > and < SN:p w ; t OÀA > can be unified with token <A,AN> in MðSN:p w Þ. Therefore, the total connected net can be reduced into ICN without loss of information. t u Theorem 4 illustrates the dynamic connection of agents with system nets. When agent A is going to migrate from component CM 1 , the connection between A and CM 1 will be disabled. When A has arrived at component CM 2 , the connection between A and CM 2 will be enabled. At any time, the number of enabled connections between a given agent and all system nets is not greater than one. That is, an agent will never have active connections with two or more components simultaneously.
A CASE STUDY
To demonstrate the LAM approach, this section describes the modeling of a simple yet typical scenario of distributed information retrieval, which is one of the most common applications for mobile agents. In the scenario, a mobile agent on the client machine migrates to network locations that provide needed information resources, and then executes the retrieval task locally to the resources. Specifically, there are three machines, namely, CM 1 , CM 2 , and CM 3 . CM 2 and CM 3 provide a service agent for searching publications in computer science and in biology, respectively. The user of CM 1 wants to know if one of his/her papers in the area of bio-informatics is collected on CM 2 and CM 3 . So, he/she assigns mobile agent A to travel across CM 2 and CM 3 and return with results. Besides the general properties of a mobile agent system, the scenario has two additional functional requirements: 1) the mobile agent is supposed to return to the client machine (i.e., CM 1 ); 2) After the mobile agent has migrated to either CM 2 or CM 3 , it is supposed to query the service agent and get the reply before it leaves.
The LAM model for this scenario can be defined as (COMP, CONN) CONN ¼ fCNg, and CN is the connector among CM 1 , CM 2 , and CM 3 . Since the service agent on either CM 2 or CM 3 is simple, we combine it with the system net, and identify it by the component identifier. Fig. 5 shows the system net SN 2 for CM 2 . The stationary service agent is modeled by two transitions, t 1 and t 2 , which retrieve the publication database (p 1 ) to deal with queries from outside component (agents in some other components) and inside component (mobile agents), respectively. It employs structure <key, ans, res> to represent replies for retrieval queries, where ans is bound to YES and res is bound to the search result if something is found according to key. Otherwise, ans is bound to NO. CM 3 has the same system net as CM 2 except that all occurrences of CM 2 in SN 2 are replaced by CM 3 . SN 1 is also similar to SN 2 , but does not have p 1 , t 1 , t 2 , and associated arcs and arc labels. Fig. 6 shows the PrT net for connector CN, which builds the connections among CM 1 , CM 2 , and CM 3 . We can compose system nets SN 1 , SN 2 , and SN 3 with connector net CN. Internal connector nets ICN i (i=1,2,3) follow Definition 6. Fig. 7 is the agent net AN for mobile agent A, which may output two types of messages: requests of migration (t 5 ) and queries (t 6 ). The inscription on t 5 , dl <> CM, indicates the agent cannot request to move to a component which it is already inside. One of t 5 's precondition predicate, p 3 , specifies the traveling itinerary of agent A. The inscription on t 6 , dl ¼ CM, makes sure the agent only do local queries. Predicate p 6 specifies what key is used for a query to machine dl. Predicate p 5 requires the agent can only query the machines that it has ever moved to. It ensures the agent never does information retrieval on the client machine CM 1 . Transition t 1 (t 3 ) receives an affirmative result of query from CM 2 (CM 3 ) and save the result in predicate p 1 (p 2 ). Transition t 4 puts into predicate p 4 the same result from CM 2 and CM 3 . Transition t 2 handles negative answers (it simply discards the answers in this scenario). Note that, AN has only one type of incoming messages: i.e., feedback of queries. If there is a message in AN:p in , there must be a query that was sent to the current component earlier.
Now, we illustrate how the whole model works. Suppose at the initial state,
specifies the agent is going to visit CM 1 (for return), CM 2 and CM 3 (Note that it is the structure and the initial state of the whole model, not merely these tokens, that determines the agent's actual itinerary).
AN:M 0 ðp 6 Þ ¼ f< CM 2 ; SMITH99 >; < CM 3 ; SMITH99 >g describes that the keyword for queries to CM 2 and CM 3 is SMITH99, AN:M 0 ðp 7 Þ ¼ f< c = >g indicates the agent may issue migration request. The only enabled transition in AN is t 5 , by either substitution < dl=CM 2 > or substitution < dl=CM 3 > . That is, A may request to move to either CM 2 or CM 3 . Assume the decision "move to CM 2 ." is made, tokens made up of A, CM 2 , GOTO, and AN will pass through AN:p out , ICN 1 , SN 1 :p in-in , and reach SN 1 :p ex-out (the token is < A; CM 2 ; CM 2 ; GOTO; AN > at this point). Thus, transition CN:t 1À2 in connector CN is enabled. The firing of CN:t 1À2 puts token < CM 1 ; A; CM 2 ; GOTO; AN > into SN 2 :p ex-in . Note that in the course of this migration, the agent is inactive and no transition in the agent net is enabled. Upon the arrival of token < CM 1 ; A; CM 2 ; GOTO; AN > at SN 2 :p ex-in , SN 2 :t e may activate the agent. When the agent gets restarted, only transition t 6 is enabled for the query to CM 2 (t 5 is not enabled because its precondition p 7 does not have any token). Through ICN 2 , the query will reach SN 2 :p in-in , which enables SN 2 :t 2 to retrieve the database. Consequently, the reply to the query will go through SN 2 :p in-out , ICN 2 and, finally, reach AN:p in , which in turn enables exactly one of transitions t 1 and t 2 in AN. The firing of t 1 or t 2 puts a token < c = > in p 7 , and enables t 5 for next round of migration. Likewise, agent A will move to and query CM 3 and, finally, go back to CM 1 . Besides, the agent is inactive in the process of each migration.
Based on the transformation in Definition 7 for the above LAM model, we can formally verify the two specific requirements of the scenario. For example, suppose CM 2 :p 1 has token <SMITH99, YES, "Recent Advances In BioInformatics, Journal of Bioinformatics, May 1999">, and In this sequence, the mobile agent first moves to CM 2 , then moves to CM 3 , and finally moves back to CM 1 :AN:t 6 (with substitution < dl=CM 2 > , i.e., a query to CM 2 ) and AN:t 1 fire before AN:t 5 (with substitution < dl=CM 3 > , i.e., leaving for CM 3 ) and CM 2 :t g ; AN:t 6 (with substitution < dl=CM 3 > , i.e., a query to CM 3 ) and AN:t 2 fire before AN:t 5 (with substitution < dl=CM 1 > , i.e., leaving for CM 1 ) and CM 3 :t g . In addition, it is not difficult to demonstrate the basic properties specified by the theorems in last section.
To summarize, the above LAM approach has clearly modeled the migration process of the mobile agent, particularly the inactivity of the mobile agent during migration and the dynamic binding of agent with the environment. This is the key feature that distinguishes the LAM model from other existing methods such as Mobile UNITY and LIME, which model mobility as atomic location change or sudden change of context.
RELATED WORK
Our approach is related to several areas, including mobile computing, formal models of mobile agents, and Petri nets. This section reviews and compares the related work, mostly from the perspective of mobility.
Modeling mobility, both physical and logical, is an active subject of research. Some representative works are Mobile UNITY [23] , [28] , transient connectors [35] , LIME [27] , and MobiS [21] . Mobile UNITY [23] , [28] , an extension of UNITY, provides a programming notation for capturing mobility and an assertional-style proof logic. Several constructs are introduced to express transitive forms of transient data sharing and transient synchronization. Inspired and motivated by Mobile UNITY, Wermelinger, and Fiadeiro [35] have explicitly identified these transient interactions by using first-class transient connectors, and characterized the semantics in a categorical framework. Paralleling with Mobile UNITY, LIME [27] adapts the Linda model of communication to mobility by introducing the notions of transiently shared tuple spaces, tuple location, and reactive statement. Location is represented by attribute whose change in value means motion. While having tackled the key problems of physical mobility and even used to reason about logical code mobility, they only provide a partial solution to logical agent mobility. To our knowledge, agent transfer is critical for mobile agents and only when it is considered does the modeling of strong code mobility make sense. These are the major concerns of LAM that we have already addressed. MobiS [21] is a specification language based on a coordination model with hierarchical tuple-spaces and multiset rewriting. Nested spaces, representing software components, can move and, thus, change their position in the tree. The concept of connector in MobiS is implicit in that component interaction is defined by the coordination model, whereas communication is specified using the synchronous mechanism of multiset rewriting. The tuple spaces based approaches [22] , [27] are more suitable for fine-grained model of code mobility.
Since location has been considered as a key concept for characterizing mobility, many researchers [6] , [1] , [31] , [30] are building variants and extensions of process algebras, especially %-calculus for mobile processes, in order to provide a better notion of location. The distributed join calculus (DRCHAM) [6] is an asynchronous variant of %-calculus and a reflexive extension of the chemical abstract machine (CHAM). It treats channel names and location names as first class values with lexical scopes. This makes it possible to explicitly describe location change of mobile agents. On the other hand, considerable power of CHAM, as a basis for specifying software architectures, has been shown [16] , but CHAM and DRCHAM based approaches require that the description of systems and reconfigurations be encoded in reaction rules, which may be far from the intuitive description used by system designers. Mobile and dynamic Petri nets [1] integrate Petri nets with DRCHAM based process algebra. Mobile Petri nets express process mobility by using variables and colored tokens in an otherwise static net, and dynamic Petri nets extends mobile Petri nets with mechanisms for modifying the structure of a Petri net. While the expressive power has increased, the cognitive simplicity, which is the most important advantage of Petri nets, has decreased too. Badouel and Oliver [3] argued that the intricacy of this model leaves little hope to obtain significant mathematical results and/or automated verification tools in a close future. In addition, !dist [31] is an extension of a call-by-value !-calculus with agent expression and data movement types. It cannot address the issues of architectural modeling though flexible enough for describing the semantics of code mobility at programming level.
As a mathematical formalism, Petri nets have been applied to model active object and agent-oriented systems [13] , [34] , [25] . In the coordination model Objective Linda [13] , a net is a combination of colored and timed Petri net, where tokens may be structured objects, and active objects are called agents. This model has considerable capability of specifying behaviors and coordination of parallel active objects based on the generative communication. But, logical code mobility has not been examined clearly, let alone at the architectural level. Valk [34] takes an object as a token in a unary elementary Petri net system, whereas the object itself is an elementary net system. So, an object can migrate across a net system. This bears some resemblance with LAM. Without consideration of architectural modeling, however, the transition firing in object nets is weakly controlled so that a transition of object may be activated at an unexpected place, and there is no way for objects to dynamically interact with the system net. The agent-oriented colored Petri nets [25] formally redesign in colored Petri nets the architecture of a class of deliberative intelligent agents, but have nothing to do with mobility.
CONCLUSION
We have presented the LAM approach for the formal architectural modeling of mobile agent systems. In the twolayer PrT nets, agent transfer and location change are naturally captured by transition firing in system nets. Internal connectors are exploited to represent connection and disconnection between environments and dynamic agent groups. An abstract structure of mobile agents is also proposed to identify agent's own tasks and services for others. The semantics of LAM models is investigated to show several properties about agent location, state, and connection for logical code mobility of software agents.
The modeling of migration process has led to some insights into logical code mobility of software agents as well as the differences from physical mobility in ad hoc networks. In terms of migration request, two styles of migration, autonomous and passive, are formally identified. Strong mobility is made explicit by ensuring state preservation during migration. Agents are disabled when deactivated upon migration and disconnected from environment. Migration as atomic change of location attribute is inadequate for logical code mobility, though location is a critical concept. Managing locations by environments, rather than by agents themselves, facilitates the investigation of agent transfer. This is also demonstrated by our previous work on SAFIN [39] , a Java-based tool for developing mobile agent systems.
Throughout the paper, we have assumed that first-class components have neither logical code mobility nor physical mobility. There is no way to modify their identifiers, which imply locations of mobile agents. An interesting concern about future work is to treat LAM components as abstractions of mobile nodes in ad hoc networks, while supporting logical code mobility of software agents. However, several issues about such physical mobility should be examined carefully. One is how to represent location and location change of components. Another is how to model transient interactions by connectors. The third is to clarify the interplay between physical mobility and logical code mobility in an ad hoc network. Specifically, how does physical mobility affect logical code mobility when they are performed simultaneously? Moreover, besides message passing, specific communication patterns for transient interactions between agents and environments also need exploring. We believe the patterns will inevitably require modification to the structure of internal connectors.
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